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Abstract: This paper investigates the load balancing problem in an environ-
ment of heterogeneous traﬃc distributions. An analytical model is proposed
to determine the eﬀect of heterogeneous traﬃc distributions on load balancing,
in which a generic measure of load balancing level (LBL) that is a function
of traﬃc type coeﬃcient (TYC) and call blocking probability of cells is to an-
alyze the expected level of the load balance. We consider both voice traﬃc
and data traﬃc to determine which kind of traﬃc has the greater eﬀect. The
performance of cellular systems with sectorization is evaluated; they are nor-
mal case (N) of homogeneous distribution and linear case (L) of heterogeneous
distribution. The analysis results indicate that the TYC has a signiﬁcant ef-
fect on the accommodation capacity, in which voice calls outperform data calls
because the LBL can easily distinguish between normal and linear distribu-
tions. Load balancing can be achieved more easily for voice only traﬃc than
for data only traﬃc. Sectorization is more eﬀective in achieving load balancing
in the scenario of the heavier loads than in the lighter loads. The paper results
are useful for network planning to optimize the channel allocation for diﬀerent
traﬃc type’s distribution.
Keywords: analytical model, heterogeneous distributions, load balancing,
mobile communications, QoS.
1 Introduction
Several studies have evaluated the capacity of mobile cellular systems, but most of them (e.g.,
[1,2]) assume a homogeneous spatial traﬃc distribution, as it best ﬁts the system’s characteristics
to have all signals share all the spectral resources However, homogeneous traﬃc distribution
among base station (BS)/sectors/cells (equal cell loads) is very uncommon in practice. Even
though suﬃcient capacity is planned in a cellular system, heterogeneous traﬃc distribution may
occur in other cells, creating a “hot spot" that exceeds the pre-determined capacity and introduces
a large blocking probability, as the quality of service (QoS) of such cells may be degraded,
especially below a pre-deﬁned threshold. This is why load balancing is the most important issue
to be discussed before network planning in terms of optimal resource allocation.
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In [3], Ning et al. discuss load balancing by using a hybrid scheme of channel borrowing
scheme and load transfer, it allows borrowing channels from light load cells, and ongoing calls
can be transferred from heavy load cells into the overlapping cells they are light load. To
improve global resource utilization and reduce regional congestion given heterogeneous arrivals,
[4] requires load balancing among multiple cells. However, their works cannot be applied to
general system because a lot of issues are diﬀerent from other systems (WCDMA, CDMA2000,
HSPA), e.g. channel deﬁnition, interferences, soft handoﬀ. In general, soft handoﬀ enforced
by power control has been proposed as a possible solution to local traﬃc imbalances among
cells [5]. Actually, power control is one of the most important processes, as interference is the
predominant factor that aﬀects the capacity and signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). To maximize
system capacity, power control can be used eﬃciently to adapt cell sizes for load balancing;
however, the trade-oﬀ between coverage and capacity should be carefully considered [6, 7]. An
adaptive load-shedding scheme combines the power control and the soft handoﬀ function to force
some mobile stations (MSs) farthest from the cell to enter forced soft handoﬀ, and transfer
their traﬃc load to neighboring cells that are lightly loaded. In this way, heavily loaded cells
dynamically down-size their coverage area in order to handle traﬃc, while adjacent cells that
are less heavily loaded increase their coverage to accommodate the extra traﬃc. However, in
a hot-spot sector, powering up all MSs in the sector results in excessive interference with the
MSs in neighboring cells, so they cannot maintain suﬃcient SIR levels at their sector sites.
Previous studies also attempt to achieve constant received mean power from each MS within a
sector [8–10].
This paper investigates the load balancing problem in an environment of heterogeneous traﬃc
distributions. An analytical model is proposed to determine the eﬀect of heterogeneous traﬃc
distributions on load balancing, in which a generic measure of load balancing level (LBL) that is
a function of traﬃc type coeﬃcient (TYC) and call blocking probability of cells is to analyze the
expected level of the load balance. We consider both voice traﬃc and data traﬃc to determine
which kind of traﬃc has the greater eﬀect. The performance of cellular systems with sectoriza-
tion is evaluated; they are normal case (N) of homogeneous distribution and linear case (L) of
heterogeneous distribution.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the mobile
cellular system background. In Section 3, we present an analytical model of load balancing,
and deﬁne SIR. Section 4 details the numerical results, and Section 5 contains some concluding
remarks.
2 Background of Mobile Cellular Systems
2.1 Sectorization
Generally speaking, a BS conﬁguration is uniformly sectorized in one sector (with omni-
directional antenna, 360 per sector), in three sectors (120 per sector), and in six sectors (60
per sector). The capacity of each sector is calculated subject to the system’s SIR requirements.
A sector that is lightly loaded usually experiences more interference than a heavily loaded sector,
which leads to a higher blocking probability in the lightly loaded sector. Denote B as a set of
BSs, and S as a set of sectors conﬁgured in the BS. We further denote the sector s in BS j as
sectorjs (8s 2 S, j 2 B) and K as the set of sector conﬁgurations. In this paper, the following
two probable conﬁgurations are given for a BS (jKj = 2): a single sector conﬁguration with an
omni-directional antenna, (360 per sector), and a three-sector conﬁguration (120 per sector); k
is assigned as the identiﬁcation (ID) for each conﬁguration. The sector ID i identiﬁes the sector
in the conﬁguration k in an anti-clockwise direction. Table 1 summarizes the sector candidates
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Table 1: Sector candidates for the BS
The value of S Candidate sk;i Conﬁguration I.D. (k) Sector I.D. (i)
S = 1 S(1; 1) 1 1
S = 2 S(2; 1) 2 1
S = 3 S(2; 2) 2 2
S = 4 S(2; 3) 2 3
Table 2: Coverage of candidate sectors
Candidate Sk;i Sector I.D.i Coverage of Sk;i
1 1 (; + 360)
2 1 (; + 120)
3 2 (+ 120; + 240)
4 3 (+ 240; + 360)
for each BS for a combination of k and i. Let S be the set of sectors; then, each sector sk;i
(8sk;i 2 S) is deﬁned by the sector conﬁguration (k) and the sector ID (i). Table 2 details the
coverage (in degrees) of each sector, where  is the degree of the baseline. In general, it can be
assigned arbitrarily, but in this paper we given  30 in our cellular structure example, as shown
in Figure 1.
baseline
axis-x (0 )
30f = -
R
Figure 1: The baseline deployed in a cellular structure
2.2 Interference between sectors
To calculate the interference between sectors, the sector conﬁguration information in Table
1 and the sector coverage information in Table 2 must be given. Without loss of generality,
sector sk;i(sk0;i0) is replaced by s(s0); and sector s in BS j is denoted by sectorjs, as shown in
Figure 2. Because of the baseline degree deployed in all cells is the same using  =  30, no
matter what the BS is conﬁgured, the mutual interference between sectors can be well-known.
If we deﬁne the interference indicator functions 
ULjsj0s0 and 

DL
jsj0s0 for the respective uplink (UL)
and downlink (DL) connections between sectorjs and sectorj0s0, they can be pre-calculated. To
pre-calculate the indicator functions, the sector candidates to be conﬁgured in the BS must be
deﬁned. Assuming (xjs; yjs) and (xj0s0; yj0s0) are the respective locations of BS j and BS j0, the
vectors
 !
A1(
 !
A01) and  !A2( !A02) covering sectorjs(sectorj0s0) are deﬁned as follows:
 !
A1 =

x1js   xjs; y1js   yjs

;
 !
A2 =

x2js   xjs; y2js   yjs

 !
A01 =

x1j0s0   xj0s0; y1j0s0   yj0s0

;
 !
A02 =

x2j0s0   xj0s0; y2j0s0   yj0s0

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Figure 2: Mutual interference between sectors
where
x1js = Rj cos (1;js) + xjs; y
1
js = Rj sin (1;js) + yjs;
x2js = Rj cos (2;js) + xjs; y
2
js = Rj sin (2;js) + yjs
x1j0s0 = Rj0 cos (1;j0s0) + xj0s0; y
1
j0s0 = Rj0 sin (1;j0s0) + yj0s0;
x2j0s0 = Rj0 cos (2;j0s0) + xj0s0; y
2
j0s0 = Rj0 sin (2;j0s0) + yj0s0
Then, the DL interference 
DLjsj0s0 between sectorjs and sectorj0s0 can be analyzed by an auxil-
iary vector
 !
A3 = [tx0   xjs; ty0   yjs], where (tx0; ty0) is the arbitrary position of MS t0 (8t0 2 T
and T is the set of MSs) serviced by sectorj0s0. Furthermore, (1;js; 2;js) and (1;j0s0; 2;j0s0) can
also be calculated easily. According to
 !
A3, js is calculated by js = tan 1
ty0 yjs
tx0 xjs ; 0  js < 360.
After calculating js, the Algorithm Cal_InterF2 is applied to calculate 
DLjsj0s0 Meanwhile,
the UL interference 
ULjsj0s0 between sectorjs and sectorj0s0 can be analyzed by an auxiliary vector !
A03 = [tx  xj0s0; ty   yj0s0], where (tx; ty) is the arbitrary position of MS t(8t 2 T ) serviced by
sectorjs; j0s0 is calculated by j0s0 = tan 1
ty yj0s0
tx xj0s0 ; 0  j0s0 < 360. Again, applying Algorithm
Cal_InterF to the calculation of UL interference 
ULjsj0s0.
3 Analytical Model of Load Balancing
3.1 SIR deﬁnition
Denote zjst as a decision variable, which is 1 if MS t is admitted by sectorjs subject to the
SIR requirements and 0 otherwise. Assuming the power of both the UL and DL are perfectly
controlled, the received power in sectorjs from MS t with constant value PULc(t) will be in the same
traﬃc class c(t) in the UL, and the received power at MS t from sectorjs with constant value
PDLc(t) will be in same traﬃc class c(t) in the DL. If Djt is the distance from MS t to sectorjs,
and given an attenuation factor  = 4 which is the degree to which a beam of radiation has
been attenuated, the intra-sector interference on the UL and the DL is given by (1) and (2)
respectively, where both ULc(t) and 
DL
c(t) are activity factors of traﬃc class c(t). The inter-sector
2Detailed algorithm procedure is omitted due to the length limitation of the paper. A complete version of the
procedure is available upon request.
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interference on the UL and the DL is expressed by (3) and (4) respectively, where both 
ULj0s0js
and 
DLj0s0js indicate the interference between sectors.
IULjst;intra =
X
t02T
t06=t
ULc(t0)P
UL
c(t0)zjst0 (1)
IDLjst;intra =
X
t02T
t06=t
DLc(t0)P
DL
c(t0)

Djt0
Djt

zjst0 (2)
IULjst;inter =
X
j02B
j06=j
X
s02S
s06=s
X
t02T
t06=t

ULj0s0js
UL
c(t0)P
UL
c(t0)

Dj0t0
Djt0

zj0s0t0 (3)
IDLjst;inter =
X
j02B
j06=j
X
s02S
s06=s
X
t02T
t06=t

DLj0s0js
DL
c(t0)P
DL
c(t0)

Dj0t0
Dj0t

zj0s0t0 (4)
SIRULjs;c(t) =
WUL
dULc(t)

PULc(t) + (1  zjst)V
(1  UL)IULjst;intra + IULjst;inter
(5)
SIRDLjs;c(t) =
WDL
dDLc(t)

PDLc(t) + (1  zjst)V
(1  DL)IDLjst;intra + IDLjst;inter
(6)
LetWUL(WDL) be the spectrum allocated to the UL (DL), and dULc(t) (d
DL
c(t)) be the information
rate in the UL (DL). The SIR values SIRULjs;c(t) and SIR
DL
js;c(t) in the UL and the DL are deﬁned
in (5) and (6) respectively, where UL (DL) is the UL (DL) orthogonality factor. Equations
(5) and (6) give a very large artiﬁcial constant value V in the numerator in order to satisfy the
SIR constraints. This is because the SIR value must be larger than a pre-deﬁned threshold,
say the bit energy to noise ratio (BENR), if MS t is to be admitted by sectorjs(zjst = 1); in
other words, the constraint BENR 5 SIR must be satisﬁed. For example, in the UL in Equation
(5), if MS t is to be admitted by sectorjs(zjst = 1), the SIR value SIRULjs;c(t) is calculated by
(WUL=dULc(t))  PULc(t)=((1  UL)IULjst;intra + IULjst;inter) to determine whether the SIR constraint can
be satisﬁed. In contrast, if MS t (zjst = 0) is rejected, the SIR value is always larger than
BENR (BENR  SIR) because the value V is dominant PULc(t) ; thus, SIRULjs;c(t) is calculated as a
very large value. This implies that the constraint BENR 5 SIR can be ignored, as it is always
satisﬁed.
3.2 The Analytical Model
In this paper, we consider traﬃc with multiple classes, and use the Kaufman model [12] as a
performance measure to analyze the blocking probability of each traﬃc class eﬀectively. Assume
that M channels are shared by all traﬃc requirements. Then, for each traﬃc class c(8c 2 C)
with distinct channel requirements, the traﬃc arrival is a stationary Poisson process with mean
rate ; and the channel requirement b is an arbitrary discrete random variable (Probfb = bcg =
qc;8c 2 C). A call request with channel requirement bc has a mean holding time of 1=c. Thus,
traﬃc with channel requirement bc is generated in the Poisson arrival process with mean rate
c = qc and the class c oﬀered load ac = c=c. The blocking probability of traﬃc class c is
deﬁned in (7) [12], where the distribution of q(), which is the probability of the total number of
channels occupied by the complete sharing policy, satisﬁes Equation (8) [11], and q(x) = 0 for
x < 0 and
PM
j=0 q(x) = 1.
Bc (a; b) =
Xbc 1
i=0
q (jM j   i) 8c 2 C (7)
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X
c2C acbcq (j   bc) = jq(j) j = 0; 1; : : : ;M (8)
To deal with variations in the traﬃc load, we can seek load balancing with an average value
of resource utilization [12]. In order to evaluate the experiment results, we deﬁne a diversity
function for system load balancing, from which the standard deviation (SD) of the call blocking
probability among sectors can be derived. The smaller the SD, the better the balancing results
will be. Let gcjs =
P
t2T zjst=c(t) be the traﬃc intensity of class c. Then, gjs =
P
c2C g
c
js is the
aggregate traﬃc (in Erlangs) in sectorjs, where gjs is equivalent to the traﬃc load a in (7). We
also deﬁne mjs =
P
t2T zjstm
c(t) as the total number of channels allocated in sectorjs, where mjs
is equivalent to the required channels b in (7), and mc(t) is the number of channels required for
traﬃc class c(t). The performance measure Bcjs (the call blocking probability of traﬃc class c
in sectorjs) is expressed by (7), where the sub-script js in Bjs indicates Bc in sectorjs. If we
deﬁne LLB as the LBL, the load balancing model can be formulated as (9), where SD

Bcjs

is
the SD function of Bcjs. The model is calculated subject to SIR Constraints (5) and (6).
LLB =
X
j2B
X
s2S
X
c2C K
cSD
 
Bcjs
 8j 2 B; s 2 S (9)
To assess the impact of diﬀerent traﬃc types on load balancing, we denote Kc as a ratio of
traﬃc class c, where Pc2C Kc = 1. Kc is a traﬃc type coeﬃcient (TYC) used to analyze the
expected level of the load balance. Given two classes of call requests, e.g., voice and data traﬃc,
if Kv = 1 and Kd = 0, we only investigate the eﬀect of voice traﬃc on load balancing; however,
if Kv = 0 and Kd = 1, we only investigate the eﬀect of data traﬃc on load balancing.
4 Numerical Results
4.1 Parameters
Two heterogeneous traﬃc distributions are considered in the structure of a 5  5 two-
dimensional array with hexagonal cells, and their impact on the system’s load balance is compared
with that of a homogeneous distribution between sectors, as shown in Figure 3. In the ﬁgure,
each dark cell has an heterogeneous load that is either heavier or lighter than the load of the nor-
mal cells (the light cells). It is assumed that the user density in each cell is homogeneous. Each
cell is conﬁgured with 3 sectors (jSj = 3), and assigned a radius Rjs = 5:0km. The required
BENR for voice (v) and data (d) traﬃc is given by (Eb=NTOTAL)ULv = (Eb=NTOTAL)
DL
v =
7dB and (Eb=NTOTAL)DLv = (Eb=NTOTAL)
DL
d = 10dB respectively [13]. The information
rates dULv = dDLv = 9:6bps, dULd = 19:2bps, d
DL
d = 38:4bps [14–16], and the activity factors
ULv = 
DL
v = 
UL
d = 
DL
d = 0:5 [13, 16, 17] are also given. The number of channels required
is mv = 1;md = 4, and the orthogonality factor is UL = 0:9; DL = 0:7 [13]; and the power is
perfectly controlled by PULv = 10dB, PDLv = 15dB, PULd = 15dB, P
DL
d = 20dB. The assigned
service rate is vjs = 
d
js = 0:1 [17, 18].
4.2 Traﬃc Models
For each sector, call requests for both voice and data calls are generated in the Poisson arrival
process with v and d respectively. The mean call holding time is given as 1=v = 180(sec),
1=d = 600 (sec) [18]. Denote (Eb=NTOTAL)ULc(t)  SIRULjs;c(t) and (Eb=NTOTAL)DLc(t)  SIRDLjs;c(t)
as the QoS requirements of the UL and DL respectively. All traﬃc calculated in gjs must satisfy
the QoS requirements and the condition zjstDjt  Rjsjst, where jst is the indicator function
if MS t is in the coverage of sectorjs. Power is perfectly controlled in both the UL and the
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(a) Heterogeneous linear model
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(b) Heterogeneous hot spot model
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(c) Uniform model
Figure 3: Traﬃc distribution scenarios
DL, and soft handoﬀ is not taken into account. The traﬃc distributions considered in this work
are uniform (U), hot spot (H), and linear (L), as shown in Figure 3. Recall that the cells with
heterogeneous loads in Figure 3 (a) and Figure 3 (b) have either heavier or lighter loads than
normal cells in a homogeneous distribution. To evaluate the heterogeneous scenario, we introduce
two traﬃc models. We denote heterogeneous cells with heavier loads as M1 and heterogeneous
cells with lighter loads as M2. If normal cells are given traﬃc arrivals c for traﬃc class c,
arrivals in heterogeneous cells are assigned 200% of c in M1, and 50% of c in M2. Thus, the
level of load balance for traﬃc with multiple classes can be evaluated eﬀectively in a near-realistic
environment.
4.3 Analysis
Without loss of generality, the level of load balance is represented in logarithmic form
log (FLB). If a smaller value of log (FLB) is calculated, a better level of load balance will be
achieved. In Figure 4 (a), no matter what the distribution (linear, hot spot, or uniform) and the
oﬀered voice arrivals v are, log (FLB) is a decreasing function of Kv. This implies that load
balancing can be achieved more easily for voice only traﬃc than for data only traﬃc. If only
data traﬃc is considered, given Kv = 0 for all distributions, log (FLB) is nearly  1:75, whereas
log (FLB) is nearly  2:4 if only voice traﬃc is considered (Kv = 1). With regard to the eﬀect
of traﬃc intensity, it is easier to achieve load balancing with more oﬀered voice traﬃc than less
oﬀered traﬃc. For example, in Figure 4 (a), given Kv = 0:5 with d = 6, log (FLB) calculates
( 1:2; 1:6; 1:9) for arrivals (v =12, 30, 48). Again, given v = 12 in Figure 4 (a), log (FLB)
is in the range  1:15 to  1:4 in Figure 4 (a), but it is in the range  1:7 to  1:75 in Figure 4(b)
with d = 24.
For the traﬃc models (M1 vs. M2), there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the load balance with
v = 12 and d = 6 in both Figure 4 (a) and Figure 5 (a). However, given d = 6 in Figure 5
(a), the load balance level varies in heavily loaded voice traﬃc (v = 30; 48). In another case,
given d = 24 in Figure 5 (b), log (FLB) calculates the same results for variations in the load
balance. From the analysis, we conclude that the level of load balancing is more stable in M1
than in M2. A better scheme is needed to handle load balancing in cases of heterogeneous cells
with light traﬃc loads.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a load balancing model to deal with the ever-increasing number
of heterogeneous distributions in mobile wireless communication systems. We have studied the
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Figure 4: BLF as a function of BLC Kv with respect to v, given traﬃc model M1 and jSj = 3
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Figure 5: BLF as a function of BLC Kv with respect to v, given traﬃc model M2 and jSj = 3
eﬀect of heterogeneous traﬃc distributions on load balancing, as well as the eﬀect of sectoriza-
tion. The numerical results indicate that the level of load balancing is aﬀected by spatial traﬃc
distributions, especially by lighter loads in heterogeneous cells (the M2 model). In the scenario
of heterogeneous cells with heavier loads (the M1 model), the level of load balancing has similar
values of log (FLB) in three distributions, i.e., the linear, hot spot, and uniform models. Sector-
ization is more eﬀective in achieving load balancing in the scenario of the heavier loads than in
the lighter loads. To achieve load balancing as well as capacity maximization in a system with
heterogeneous distributions, a hybrid FMDA/CDMA scheme can be utilized. Usually, available
wideband spectrum can be divided into a number of subspectra with smaller bandwidths; each
of them is further deployed by CDMA technique. Each subspectrum employs direct sequence
spectrum spreading with reduced processing gain, which is transmitted in one and only one
subspectrum. The scheme moderately mitigates interference by allocating an appropriate sub-
spectrum in each cell. The results of this work are useful for network planning to optimize the
channel allocation for diﬀerent traﬃc type’s distribution.
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